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Background and Objective. Following stroke, subjects retain the ability to adapt interlimb symmetry on the split-belt treadmill. Critical
to advancing our understanding of locomotor adaptation and its usefulness in rehabilitation is discerning whether adaptive effects
observed on a treadmill transfer to walking over ground. We examined whether aftereffects following split-belt treadmill adaptation
transfer to overground walking in healthy persons and those poststroke. Methods. Eleven poststroke and 11 age-matched and gendermatched healthy subjects walked over ground before and after walking on a split-belt treadmill. Adaptation and aftereffects in step length
and double support time were calculated. Results. Both groups demonstrated partial transfer of the aftereffects observed on the treadmill
(P < .001) to overground walking (P < .05), but the transfer was more robust in the subjects poststroke (P < .05). The subjects with
baseline asymmetry after stroke improved in asymmetry of step length and double limb support (P = .06). Conclusions. The partial
transfer of aftereffects to overground walking suggests that some shared neural circuits that control locomotion for different environmental contexts are adapted during split-belt treadmill walking. The larger adaptation transfer from the treadmill to overground walking in
the stroke survivors may be due to difficulty adjusting their walking pattern to changing environmental demands. Such difficulties with
context switching have been considered detrimental to function poststroke. However, we propose that the persistence of improved symmetry when changing context to overground walking could be used to advantage in poststroke rehabilitation.
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umans are remarkably adept at modifying their walking
pattern to accommodate changing task demands. For
example, when walking on a split-belt treadmill with the belts
moving at 2 different speeds, subjects adjust the spatial and
temporal relationships of their legs through trial-and-error
practice to reestablish symmetry of parameters such as step
length and limb phasing.1-3 In healthy subjects this adaptation
induces an aftereffect, resulting in walking asymmetry when
the belt speeds are returned to normal.1,2 A similar adaptive
phenomenon occurs when wearing a robotic gait orthosis that
provides viscous resistance to the leg. Subjects adapt their
walking kinematics to reestablish a normal walking pattern in
the presence of the resistance and then demonstrate after
effects when the resistance is removed.4
Recent evidence suggests that such locomotor adaptation is
influenced by damage to the cerebellum, but not by damage to
cerebral structures.3,5,6 Locomotor adaptation on a split-belt or
circular treadmill is impaired in humans with damage to the
cerebellum.5,6 In cats, nitric oxide deprivation, which is
thought to play a role in long-term depression in the cerebellum, abolishes locomotor adaptive capacity.7 In contrast, following cerebral damage due to stroke, subjects retain the

ability to adapt interlimb symmetry on the split-belt treadmill.3
After only 15 minutes of split-belt treadmill walking, stroke
subjects demonstrate aftereffects in double support and step
length that improve the symmetry of these variables. These
findings have led to the suggestion that exploiting adaptive
mechanisms may have potential as a rehabilitative strategy
after damage to cerebral structures poststroke.
Critical to advancing our understanding of locomotor adaptation and its usefulness in rehabilitation is discerning whether
adaptive effects observed on a treadmill transfer to walking
over ground. Previous studies have shown that many factors
can influence the transfer of an adaptation, such as the overlap
of body parts used during adaptation, the similarity of the
movements, and the implicit or explicit nature of the
adaptation.1,8-11 Generally, it is thought that if overlapping or
shared neural circuits are adapted during the movement, then
training in one context should cause aftereffects in both
contexts.10,11
To what extent are shared neural circuits involved in treadmill and overground walking? Recent evidence indicates that
when the direction of walking is the same in the 2 conditions,
similar neural networks may be involved.1 This would suggest
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Table 1
Stroke Subject Characteristics
				
			
LE FuglSubject
Age (Years) Lesion Location
Meyer Score
S1
35
Right parietal hemorrhagic
S2
54
Right hemisphere
S3
47
Left hemisphere, hemorrhagic
S4
49
Left basal ganglia hemorrhagic
S5
59
Left hemisphere
S6
62
Left caudate head, ant.
		   limb internal capsule
S7
61
Left hemisphere
S8
70
Right parietal hemorrhagic
S9
57
Left posterior temporoparietal
S10
58
Right hemisphere
S11
52
Right hemisphere

Asymmetric Step
Length (S), Double
Support (DS)

Fast Overground		
Walking		
Speed (m/s)
AFO

Monofilament
Thresholda

Time Since
Stroke

33/34		
31/34		
15/34
S
21/34
S, DS
25/34		
28/34
S

1.58
1
0.819
0.84
1.12
0.66

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

>6.65
3.61
4.56
>6.65
4.31
3.61

10 months
24 months
128 months
49 months
79 months
20 months

26/34		
32/34
DS
22/34
S, DS
26/34		
21/34		

0.99
1.51
1.32
1.55
1.4

No
No
No
No
No

4.31
4.31
3.61
6.65
2.83

12 months
35 months
8 months
81 months

Abbreviations: LE, lower extremity; AFO, ankle–foot orthosis.
a
Normal = 3.61 g.

that as long as walking occurs in the same direction on the
treadmill and over ground, overlapping neural circuits may be
involved and transfer from the treadmill to over ground would
be robust. However, the context in which walking occurs is
quite different between the treadmill and overground conditions. When on the treadmill, subjects do not move through
space as during overground walking. They may also hold on to
a static safety railing and wear a safety harness. These contextual differences include sensory information, such as the lack
of optic flow during treadmill walking. It is possible that these
identifiable differences in task context would be enough to
limit transfer of adaptation from the treadmill to a more natural
overground walking environment.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether aftereffects following a split-belt treadmill adaptation will transfer to
overground walking in healthy persons and those poststroke.
Such knowledge is important for the application of locomotor
adaptation to the rehabilitation training of individuals following stroke. We hypothesized that both groups would transfer
an adapted walking pattern from the split-belt treadmill to
overground walking. Preliminary findings were published in
abstract form.12

Methods

study. Subjects were excluded if they had other neurologic
conditions, orthopedic conditions affecting the legs or back,
uncontrolled hypertension, pacemaker or automatic defibrillator, active cancer, radiological and/or physical examination
evidence of damage to the cerebellum, or were unable to complete the task. Subjects who customarily wear an ankle–foot
orthosis were allowed to wear it during testing.

Clinical Examination
All hemiparetic subjects underwent a clinical examination
including measurement of lower extremity performance on the
Fugl-Meyer test, fast walking speed, cutaneous pressure sensitivity, and proprioception. The lower extremity section of the
Fugl-Meyer test assesses the coordination, reflexes, and the
ability to move in and out of synergy.13 Fast walking speed was
measured as the average of 3 trials along a 9-m walkway.
Pressure sensitivity of the great toe was tested using graded
monofilaments. The lowest gram filament that could correctly
be detected on 4 out of 5 trials was recorded. Proprioception
was tested at the great toe, ankle, knee, and hip by moving the
joint approximately 10° and asking the subject to determine
the direction of movement. The number of correct responses
out of 5 trials was recorded, and the percentage of trials correct
at the great toe was used for subsequent analysis.

Subjects
Eleven individuals who had sustained a single, unilateral
stroke more than 6 months prior to the study (2 women and 9
men) and 11 age-matched and gender-matched healthy control
subjects were recruited to participate in the study (Table 1).
Ages of stroke subjects varied between 35 and 70 years, with
a mean age of 55 years. The distribution of lesion location was
roughly equal between hemispheres among subjects (6 left and
5 right; Table 1). All subjects gave their informed consent prior
to participating, and a human subjects committee approved the

Testing Paradigm
The testing paradigm consisted of both treadmill and
overground walking. For the treadmill portion, subjects were
asked to walk on a custom-built treadmill (Woodway USA,
Waukesha, WI) consisting of 2 separate belts, each with its
own motor that permitted the speed of each belt (ie, each leg)
to be controlled independently. The speed of the belts
was unique for each subject and was determined using a subject’s overground fast walking speed. The “slow” speed was
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Figure 1
Illustration of the Paradigm, Marker Locations, and Parameter Calculations

Note: A, Time course for the experimental paradigm showing Baseline, Adaptation, and Postadaptation periods in overground and treadmill walking. B,
Illustration of marker locations. C, Illustration of parameter calculations. Step length depicted in overground walking with forward progression. IC indicates
initial contact.

calculated by dividing the patient’s overground fast walking
speed in half, and the “fast” speed equaled the overground
fast walking speed. During different testing periods, subjects
walked on the treadmill with the 2 belts either moving at the
same speed (“tied” configuration) or at different speeds
(“split-belt” configuration). During the tied configuration,
treadmill belt speeds were set at the subject’s predetermined
slow speed. In the split-belt configuration, one treadmill belt
was set at the subject’s slow speed whereas the other was set
at the fast speed. The leg assigned to the fast belt in stroke
subjects was determined by visual analysis of step length
asymmetry during overground walking. Based on our previous study, we know that to improve symmetry in subjects
with asymmetric steps, we need to train the leg with the
shortest step length on the fast belt.3 Therefore, in subjects
with step length asymmetry, the leg with the shortest step
length was assigned to the fast belt. In subjects with no
apparent step length asymmetry, the nonparetic leg was
assigned to the fast belt. Matched controls were randomly
assigned to either their right or left leg on the fast belt.
All subjects participated in 1 testing session consisting of 6
testing periods. In the “Overground Baseline period,” subjects
walked over ground at their self-selected gait speed for 5 to 10
trials depending on tolerance. One trial equaled 1 pass down a
9-m walkway. In the “Treadmill Baseline period,” subjects
walked on the treadmill with the belts tied at their slow speed

for 2 minutes. In the “Adaptation period,” the treadmill belts
were split (one belt fast and the other belt slow) for 15 minutes. After 10 minutes of Adaptation, the belts were briefly (1
minute) returned to the tied slow configuration (“Catch Trial”).
Following this, the belts were split for another 5 minutes to
complete the total 15 minutes of Adaptation. In the “Overground
Postadaptation period,” all subjects walked over ground for 10
trials. Figure 1A illustrates this experimental paradigm. The
treadmill belts were stopped between each period. Subjects
were given rest breaks every 5 minutes during the adaptation
periods, or more frequently as requested. One of the stroke
survivors was only able to complete 10 total minutes of
Adaptation due to fatigue.
Four subjects with hemiparesis and 9 control subjects completed an extra period of treadmill walking at the end of the
paradigm described above. These subjects walked on the
treadmill in the belts-tied configuration for 5 minutes following the final trial of overground walking (“Washout period”).
This allowed us to test for washout of the treadmill aftereffect
due to overground walking.
Prior to data collection, subjects walked on the treadmill
briefly in the tied condition at their slow speed. They were not
given any practice in the split-belt configuration, although
they were told that the 2 belts would move at 2 different
speeds at some point during the testing. For safety purposes
while walking on the treadmill, all subjects held onto a front
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handrail and wore a ceiling-mounted safety harness around the
upper chest. The harness did not support body weight or interfere with subjects’ walking. During overground walking, subjects were guarded closely by an experimenter. Subjects were
transported in a wheelchair between the treadmill and overground runway so that no walking other than that collected by
the motion capture system occurred between the treadmill and
overground periods.
During testing, subjects were alerted when the treadmill
was going to start, but they were not informed about belt
speeds or coupling. Subjects were instructed to look straight
ahead and refrain from looking down at the belts while walking to minimize the effect of visual information about belt
speeds. An examiner stood by to monitor compliance with this
instruction.

Data Collection
Computerized gait analysis was performed using
OPTOTRAK (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)
sensors that were used to record 3-dimensional position data
from both sides of the body (Figure 1B). Infrared emitting
diodes were placed bilaterally (Figure 1B) on the foot (fifth
metatarsal head), ankle (lateral malleolus), knee (lateral joint
space), hip (greater trochanter), pelvis (iliac crest), and shoulder (acromion process). Foot contacts were determined using
4 contact switches per foot: 2 placed on the forefoot and 2 on
the heel. Voltages reflecting treadmill belt speeds were
recorded directly from treadmill motor output. Marker position and analog data (foot switches and treadmill speed) were
synchronized and sampled simultaneously using OPTOTRAK
software at 100 and 1000 Hz, respectively.

Data Analysis
Three-dimensional marker position data were low-pass filtered at 6 Hz. Custom software written in MATLAB
(MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA) was used for all subsequent
analyses. Based on our previous work, we measured spatial
and temporal walking parameters that were expected to change
more gradually using adaptive mechanisms.2 These adaptive
parameters were step length and the percentage time in double
support (Figure 1C). These measures were calculated for both
limbs during all testing periods. Step length was calculated as
the anterior–posterior distance between the ankle markers at
the time when each foot contacted the ground (Figure 1C). The
percentage time in double limb support was the time that both
feet were in contact with the floor expressed as a percentage
of the stride time for each leg.
To determine the transfer of aftereffects observed on the
treadmill to overground walking we calculated a Transfer
Index:
Transfer Index =

ðOafter − Obase Þ
,
ðTMcatch − TMbase Þ

where Oafter is the mean of the first 5 strides in the Overground
Postadaptation period, Obase is the mean of the first 5 strides in
the Overground Baseline period, TMcatch is the mean of the first
5 strides during the Catch Trial, and TMbase is the mean of the
first 5 strides in the Treadmill Baseline period.
To determine the extent to which walking over ground
washed out aftereffects on the treadmill, we calculated a washout percentage:



TMcatch − TMbase
Washout = 1 
× 100,
TMwash − TMbase
where TMcatch is the mean of the first 5 strides during the Catch
Trial, TMwash is the mean of the first 5 strides in the Washout
period, and TMbase is the mean of the first 5 strides in the
Treadmill Baseline period.
Baseline asymmetry in the group of stroke survivors was
determined individually for each subject. A stroke survivor
was deemed asymmetric if the average of 5 strides in the
Treadmill Baseline period exceeded 2 standard deviations of
the mean asymmetry in the healthy control subjects during the
same period. These calculations were completed separately for
double support and step length.
To compare results across walking periods and between
groups, we used repeated-measures analysis of variance with
a between-subjects factor of group (control and stroke) and a
within-subjects (repeated measures) factor of testing period
(Treadmill or Overground Baseline, Adaptation, Catch Trial,
and Overground Postadaptation). Statistical analyses were
completed using the averages of the first 5 strides (after the
treadmill reaches steady state speed) in the Baseline period,
the Adaptation period, and the Catch Trial and Washout periods. For the overground walking periods, averages over the
first 4 strides in the Overground Baseline and Overground
Postadaptation periods were used. This represents the number
of strides collected on the first 2 passes down the walkway
over ground. Separate analyses were completed for dependent
variables of step length and time in double support. When the
analysis of variance yielded significant results, post hoc analyses were completed using Tukey’s honest significant difference test.
Due to the small sample size, nonparametric statistics were
used to compare differences between groups for the Washout
percentage. They were also used to compare differences
between the Overground Baseline and Overground
Postadaptation periods in the group of stroke subjects with
baseline step length or double support asymmetry.
Spearman R correlations were performed to test for relationships between ordinal clinical measures (eg, lower extremity Fugl-Meyer score, proprioception, and sensation) and the
magnitude of the step length and double support transfer
index. Pearson product moment correlations were performed
to test for relationships between fast walking speed and the
magnitude of the step length and double support transfer
index. The level of statistical significance for all measures was
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set at P < .05, and all statistical calculations were completed
using Statistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK) software.

Results
For all results, we refer to the leg on the slower versus
faster moving belt during the split-belt portion of the paradigm
as the “slow” or “fast” leg, respectively. Consistent with our
previous work, all stroke survivors could adapt to walking on
the split-belt treadmill and showed aftereffects on the treadmill
during the Catch Trial period.3

Transfer of Interlimb Coordination
Adaptation to Overground Walking
Figure 2A and B shows examples of 2 parameters that adapt
over the course of split-belt walking. Early in split-belt adaptation, the step length parameter and the double support parameter are asymmetric but then adapt to symmetry (ie, zero) over
many steps (Figure 2A and B). These example subjects also
illustrate the reverse asymmetry (ie, aftereffect) when they
returned to tied belts in the Catch Trial period. There was typically a slightly smaller aftereffect during the Overground
Postadaptation period. Figure 2C and D shows group data for
these 2 parameters. For both parameters, there was a significant
effect of testing period (P < .0001) but no group effect. In other
words, the stroke group did not differ in adaptive ability compared with the control group. Post hoc tests showed significant
changes from Treadmill Baseline to the Adaptation and Catch
Trial periods (all P < .001), indicating that the subjects stored
an aftereffect when walking on the treadmill. Importantly, there
was also a change from Overground Baseline to Overground
Postadaptation (all P < .05), which indicates a transfer of the
aftereffect to overground walking when examining differences
between testing periods across groups.
To give some sense of the variability and decay of the overground aftereffect, we calculated initial and final recorded step
length difference. The initial step length difference over
ground was 0.05 ± 0.01 and 0.02 ± 0.02 m for the stroke and
control group, respectively. By their last recorded stride (∼25th
actual stride), the average step length difference was 0.004 ±
0.02 and 0.01 ± 0.01 m for the stroke and control group,
respectively. When compared with the baseline step length
difference over ground (−0.01 ± 0.02 and 0.002 ± 0.02, stroke
and control, respectively), it seems that by the 25th stride both
groups are essentially back to baseline step length difference.

Group Differences in Adaptation
Transfer and Washout
We compared whether the 2 groups differed in transfer of
aftereffects from treadmill to overground walking. Figure 3A
shows that there was indeed a significant difference between
groups in the Transfer Index for double support, with the subjects poststroke showing larger overground aftereffects (P <

.05). A trend toward a similar difference was found for step
length (P = .07). Thus, stroke survivors appeared to transfer
the adapted pattern to a greater extent from the treadmill to
overground walking compared with controls.
We then tested whether walking over ground washed out
what was learned on the treadmill. If so, it would suggest that
subjects were using the same adapted neural circuitry for controlling walking on the treadmill and over ground. We found
that the Washout period aftereffect was indeed smaller than
that measured during the Catch Trial (P < .01 and P = .001 for
step length and double support, respectively). Figure 3B
shows the stroke group washed out more of the adapted pattern
than the control group; this difference was significant for the
double support parameter (P < .05).

Changes in Asymmetry
Some of our stroke subjects showed asymmetries in step
length and/or double support times during baseline walking.
We have previously shown that we can improve asymmetries
after adaptation on the split-belt treadmill.3 Here we tested
whether those improvements would transfer to overground
walking.
People with hemiparesis can show step length asymmetries
in either direction.14-16 To reestablish symmetric walking, the
training pattern (ie, which leg is on the fast belt during
Adaptation) must therefore be based on the subject’s initial
asymmetry.3 Thus, subjects who take a longer paretic step during Baseline are trained with the paretic leg on the slow belt to
induce an aftereffect that leads to greater symmetry, and vice
versa. In contrast, when double support time is asymmetric, it
is generally due to longer double support period at the end of
hemiparetic stance. Table 1 shows that 4 subjects met our criteria for asymmetry of step length at baseline: 2 with a longer
paretic step and 2 with a longer nonparetic step. Three subjects
were found to have baseline double support asymmetries, all
with more time spent at the end of paretic leg stance.
Figure 4A illustrates an example of the type of improvement we see in step length asymmetry for a stroke subject
who, at baseline, takes a shorter step with his nonparetic leg.
By purposely increasing this asymmetry through further
lengthening of the paretic step length and shortening of the
nonparetic step length during the early Adaptation period, we
present a situation that drives adaptation of motor commands
to ultimately reduce the asymmetry. Thus, in the Overground
Postadaptation or Catch Trial period we see aftereffects that
result in symmetrical step lengths on the 2 legs. Importantly,
this was true for overground walking, as well as walking on
the treadmill. Results of the nonparametric testing revealed
there was a strong trend (P = .06) toward a difference in asymmetry in the Overground Baseline period compared with the
Overground Postadaptation period and in the Treadmill
Baseline period compared with Catch Trial. Figure 4B and C
show that as a group the asymmetric stroke survivors became
more symmetric after adaptation. Figure 4D and E presents
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Figure 2
Adapted Parameters

Note: A, B, Step length (A) and double support time (B) values for sequential strides over ground and on the treadmill from a typical control (top row) and
matched stroke (bottom 2 rows) subject across all testing periods. Filled black circles indicate strides over ground, and filled gray circles indicate strides on the
treadmill representing the difference between the legs (fast leg minus slow leg) in step length and double support time values. C, D, Average step length (C) and
double support time (D) differences for the stroke subjects over ground (open circles) and on the treadmill (open triangles) and for the control group over ground
and on the treadmill (filled circles and triangles, respectively). Each data point represents values averaged over the first 5 strides from the early or late portions
of each testing period used in statistical analysis for each control and stroke subject individually and then averaged across all subjects in a group. Error bars
indicate ±1 standard error. Asterisk indicates a significant difference between points. E, F, Step length (E) and double support time (F) differences for individual
stroke subjects over ground during the Overground Baseline and Postadaptation periods. Each data point represents values averaged over the first 4 strides from
each testing period for an individual stroke subject.
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Figure 3
Transfer Index and Washout

aftereffects for either step length (Figure 4D) or double support (Figure 4E).

Impairment Level and Aftereffect Magnitude
An important question is whether any of the stroke survivors’ impairments relate to the transfer of the adaptation from
the treadmill to overground walking. Our subjects had widely
varying sensory and motor impairments (Table 1). There were
no significant correlations between lower extremity impairment scores (ie, Fugl-Meyer score, sensation, proprioception)
or fast walking speed and the adaptation transfer of step length
or double support to overground walking (all P > .05).

Discussion
We demonstrated that a locomotor adaptation following
split-belt treadmill walking partially transfers to overground
walking in both healthy control subjects and persons poststroke.
This finding suggests that some overlapping or shared neural
circuits that control locomotion for different environmental
contexts (treadmill vs over ground) are adapted during split-belt
treadmill walking. However, the lack of complete transfer suggests that some aspects of the control of overground walking
were not influenced by the treadmill adaptation.
Equally important, and somewhat surprising, is the finding
that the adaptation transfer was larger in the stroke survivors
when compared with the control subjects. This robust transfer
of decreased asymmetry in the stroke survivors following
split-belt treadmill walking provides additional support for the
previous suggestion that asymmetric walking patterns poststroke could be remediated using the split-belt treadmill as a
long-term rehabilitation strategy.3

Why Is There Partial Transfer?

Note: A, Transfer index for control subjects (gray bars) and stroke survivors
(black bars) for step length (leftmost 2 bars) and double support. The transfer
index indicates the amount of adaptation transfer from the treadmill to overground walking in each group. For both adapted parameters, this value is
greater in the stroke survivors. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error. Asterisk
indicates a significant difference between groups. B, Percentage washout of
the treadmill aftereffect caused by overground walking for the control subjects (gray bars) and the stroke survivors (black bars) for step length (2 leftmost bars) and double support. Data for this figure are from a subset of 4
stroke survivors and 9 control subjects who participated in this portion of the
study. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error. Asterisk indicates a significant
difference between groups.

the magnitude of overground aftereffects (aftereffect minus
baseline) separately for the group of asymmetric and symmetric stroke survivors. There were no significant differences
between these subgroups in the magnitude of the overground

Previous studies investigating adaptation transfer have
shown that there are many factors that can influence transfer,
such as the overlap of body parts used during adaptation, the
similarity of the movements, and the implicit or explicit nature
of the adaptation.1,8-11 It has been suggested that the amount of
transfer depends on the degree to which shared or overlapping
neural control involved in both contexts is adapted.1,10,11 Some
locomotor adaptation studies have shown minimal transfer to
new demands or environmental contexts.17,18 Other studies
involving conventional or circular treadmill training have
shown robust aftereffects in overground walking, but all overground tests were done with eyes closed, and the handrail was
not used.19-21 We suspect that transfer of the adapted pattern
should be greatest when subjects walk in contexts that are
most similar to that experienced during training. Thus, closing
the eyes and refraining from handrail use during treadmill
walking might reduce context cues that allow subjects to
switch patterns. In the present study, subjects were tested with
eyes open and holding onto the handrail during treadmill
walking, so it is not surprising that control subjects transferred
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Figure 4
Changes in Asymmetry

Note: A, Step length of a stroke survivor. Step length difference (fast − slow) shown for consecutive strides in all periods. Note the marked baseline asymmetry
over ground and on the treadmill when the belts are tied, the increase in asymmetry when the belts are split (because the paretic leg is on the fast belt, thus exaggerating the baseline asymmetry), and the symmetry when the belts are tied in the Catch Trial and the transfer of this symmetry to overground walking in the
Overground Postadaptation period. B, C, Changes in step length and double support from Baseline to either the Catch Trial (for the treadmill) or the Overground
Postadaptation periods for subjects who demonstrated significant (see Methods) baseline asymmetry. Data from the treadmill are indicated by the open triangles,
and data from overground walking are indicated by the filled circles. Note the similar improvement in asymmetry from the Baseline to Catch Trial or Baseline to
Overground Postadaptation period for both treadmill and overground walking. Each data point represents values averaged over the first 5 strides from the represented period. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error. D, E, The magnitude of overground aftereffects for subjects who demonstrated significant baseline asymmetry
(squares) and those who were not asymmetric at baseline (circles). Each data point represents values averaged over the first 5 strides during Overground
Postadaptation normalized to overground Baseline. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error.
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a modest 30% (Figure 3A). What is surprising is that the
patients transferred much more, typically 60% (Figure 3A).
One interpretation is that damage to the cerebrum affects the
use of context cues to switch control of locomotor patterns.

The Role of Cerebral Inputs in
Locomotor Adaptation Transfer
Cerebral damage in human adults does not impair the ability to adapt to walking on a split-belt treadmill.3 Persons with
cerebral damage due to unilateral stroke can adapt interlimb
coordination during split-belt walking and show aftereffects
when the treadmill belts are returned to the same speed.3
However, stroke survivors are impaired in other locomotor
tasks, namely, those that are visually guided and/or require
cognitive attention.22-25 For example, obstacle avoidance during walking requires cerebral control in both cats and
humans.22-25 During obstacle avoidance, patients show a persistent pattern of step lengthening to clear the obstacle, even
when switching to a step-shortening strategy may be more
appropriate,22 indicating that cerebral control is important for
changing the movement pattern to meet changing environmental demands.
Here, we tested for transfer of aftereffects to overground
walking. This meant that there was a change in the environmental context of walking. Control subjects more readily
switched walking patterns with the change in context from the
treadmill to overground walking (ie, limited transfer of after
effect). The fact that the stroke survivors did not change walking patterns, and instead generalized the adapted pattern, may
indicate a deficit in using environmental context cues to
switch motor patterns. Thus, switching the walking pattern
from that used on a treadmill to that used to move freely over
ground in a different room may require cerebral mechanisms.
The ability to switch movement patterns based on environmental context demonstrates a high level of motor skill. In
terms of locomotion, this skill is critical for function in the
community, where environmental demands are varied and
changing.26 It is well known that stroke survivors who have
recovered some basic locomotor ability often continue to have
difficulty with community locomotion.27,28 This is thought to
occur because they have difficulty changing their pattern to
accommodate to the variety of environmental demands encountered during community ambulation, although this hypothesis
has not been formally tested.27,28 Results from the present
study could be interpreted as evidence to support this hypothesis. However, this “deficit” in context switching may be used
to advantage by allowing subjects to experience and practice a
more symmetric walking pattern (ie, on or off the treadmill)
during rehabilitation.
Although we hypothesize that a deficit in context switching
is what caused greater transfer of the adapted motor pattern
poststroke, there are other plausible explanations. First, the
new pattern may have transferred over ground in the patients
because it represents an improvement, and theoretically may
benefit the system in terms of energy cost, balance, or efficiency. It is also possible that the pattern transfers because

stroke survivors have diminished limb sensation or proprioception and are unable to detect context switches completely.
This latter explanation seems somewhat unlikely given the
lack of correlation between these sensory impairments and the
magnitude of adaptation transfer.

Gait Asymmetry and Using Motor
Adaptation in Rehabilitation
Previous studies have demonstrated that aftereffects of a
locomotor or visuomotor adaptation can improve task performance in persons poststroke.29,30 This is the first study, however, to demonstrate that this improved performance can be
transferred to a real world task, in this case, overground walking. In the present study, improvements in step length and
double support asymmetry following split-belt treadmill adaptation transferred to overground walking.
Asymmetry of step length following stroke is related to
decreased propulsive force of the hemiparetic limb, decreased
work and power of the hemiparetic plantarflexors, decreased
walking speed, and increased hemiparetic severity.31-34
Asymmetric double support time is related to decreased
speed.15 Thus, improvements in these asymmetries may affect
both impairment and function poststroke.
Previous studies of locomotor training poststroke have
demonstrated the importance of task specificity of training.35,36
Additionally, previous studies indicate that, although very
similar, there are differences in the locomotor pattern observed
between treadmill and overground walking poststroke.37-39
Hence, to maximize improvements in walking poststroke
through task-specific training, an ideal rehabilitation intervention would include overground walking. In the present study,
we found improvements (ie, reductions in asymmetry) in
treadmill and overground walking. Thus, repetitive practice of
the improved walking pattern following split-belt treadmill
adaptation can be undertaken over ground, providing for optimal locomotor task–specific training. This makes the utility of
this type of locomotor adaptation training particularly appealing for rehabilitation. To add to this appeal is the finding that
the magnitude of the adaptation transfer was not correlated
with the degree of sensorimotor impairment or walking speed.
This suggests that this type of locomotor adaptation training
may be successfully used across a broad spectrum of patients.
However, the majority of our subjects were beyond the level
of household ambulation according to Perry’s classification of
walking disability.40 Therefore, future studies should include a
greater number of subjects with very slow walking speeds to
expand our understanding of the relationship between walking
impairment and adaptation.
To determine the role of split-belt locomotor adaptation in
rehabilitation, further research is needed to investigate the
effects of long-term training. Current investigations are underway to examine whether training over weeks can lead to longterm learning of improved step length symmetry following
split-belt treadmill walking poststroke and to investigate the
impact of feedback about symmetry during and after split-belt
treadmill walking.
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